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، تا استفادُ اس الگَرٗتن ّإ پزداسش تصَٗز ٍ ًطاًگذارٕ ٗذ تزإ ردٗاتٖ ّذف تا دقت تاالّذف اس اٗي پزٍصُ دست٘اتٖ تِ ٗک س٘ستن  جذ -چک٘ذُ

تز رٍٕ ٗک تاسٍٕ دٌٍار، کِ رٍٕ ٗک ضاسٖ چْار چزخ قزار گزفتِ است ًصة  CCDل٘شرٕ ه٘ثاضذ. در س٘ستن پ٘ادُ ساسٕ ضذُ، ٗک دٍرت٘ي 

ٖ ٗک پزتَ ل٘شر ً٘ش آهادٓ اصاتت تِ ّذف ٍ ًطاى ضذُ، ٍ در حال تصَٗز تزدارٕ اس هح٘ط است ٍ دائواً هحذٍدٓ هذ ًظز را اسکي ه٘کٌذ. اس طزف

گذارٕ آى است.  ٌّگاهٖ کِ ٗک ضٖ ء  هتحزک تا ضکل ٍٗضُ إ کِ در س٘ستن تعزٗف ضذُ است در هحذٍدُ تصَٗز تزدارٕ قزار ه٘گ٘زد، پزتَ 

تِ کاهپَ٘تز ارسال ه٘طَد.  USBپزت درٗافت ضذُ ٍ اس طزٗق  CCDل٘شر تِ آى تزخَرد کزدُ ٍ تاستاب ه٘طَد. اٗي پزتَ تاستاب ضذُ تَسط 

پزداسش ضذُ ٍ هختصات لکٔ ل٘شر تِ  Matlabاطالعات درٗافت ضذُ تَسط کاهپَ٘تز، تا استفادُ اس الگَرٗتن ّإ پزداسش تصَٗز در ًزم افشار 

٘ل ه٘طَد. پس اس اًجام دست هٖ آٗذ. سپس هختصات حاصلِ، تِ هذار الکتزًٍ٘کٖ ٍاسط ارسال ضذُ ٍ تَسط ه٘کزٍکٌتزلز اٗي هختصات تحل

 هحاسثات، ف٘ذتک تِ گًَِ إ تِ هَتَرّإ ضاسٖ اعوال ه٘طَد کِ تا چزخص هٌاسة دٍرت٘ي،  ضٖ ء در هزکش تصَٗز قزار تگ٘زد.
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Abstract- Targeting far movable objects is the biggest challenge in most of the tracking systems. In this 

project, an accurate far tracking system is proposed based on laser marking and image processing 

simultaneously. Basically, there is a motorized camera which is scanning its surrounding area. Recurring 

regularly, the camera locks on the object pointed by the laser beam. Moreover, the captured images are 

transmitted to PC via a USB port and processed by an M-file developed in MATLAB. By this way, the 

coordination of the addressed object is determined by color image processing and proportional command is 

sent to a driver which is based on microcontroller. Designing during the project, this driver analyzes the 

data, runs the motor, and rotates the camera to follow the spot which is adjusted to the center of image.  

Key words: Laser marking applications, Laser spot Detection, Laser Spot extraction, Laser tracking system 
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1. Introduction 
Automatic guiding Vehicles have several applications 

in military, firefighting, civil and rescue purposes. The 

way, how they find their object is different due to their 

applications. This paper presents a method using a laser 

to target the object, then the labeled object will be 

captured by machine’s CCD and the image will be 

processed by a laptop to extract the coordinate of laser 

spot. Then the appropriate command is sent to machine 

in order to follow the object.  

 

In section 2, a description of system including how to 

produce a laser spot is presented. 

Also the analyzer algorithm for extracting laser spot is 

explained in section 2.2. The hardware and control 

circuit is introduced in section 2.3. Section 3 is 

dedicated to results and the conclusions are drawn in 

section 4. 

2. Experimental 
Our system is divided in 2 sections, PC algorithm 

analyzer, and hardware navigator. Figure 1 shows the 

system sections. Different parts of system will be 

explored in the following subsections. 
 

       

              

PC 

Analyzing 

Algorithm

MCU 

Controller 

Board
M

M

M

 
Figure1. Process of tracking the object 

 

2.1. Laser Spot Production 
Regarding to system, several ways for producing Laser 

spot is being used by researchers. In papers [1] and [2] 

authors have used laser pointer for marking their 

object. 

This way is an appropriate way for systems in which 

object is not so far from the camera and for our 

purpose, they don’t need high power. In our system, 

as the object could be far away from the tracker 

system, we need a laser with high range of power.  

In this case for laboratory sample, our source of light 

is a green diode laser pointer with 50mw power and 

532±10 nm wavelength. 

 

2.2. PC Algorithm Analyzer 

 
Above described laser is the beginner of our cycle. 

Its duty is to indicate where the object is located. 

The reflected laser beam from the object is captured 

by camera. Meanwhile the images sent by the 

camera is being analyzed in a PC and the algorithm 

is searching to find the laser spot and its coordinate.  

A brief review of the previous researches is 

presented in this section. A hybrid technique based 

on template matching [1] separates the zone which is 

more likely to have a laser spot in it, and then a 

fuzzy rule technique is used to compare the related 

zone with a set of predefined data to find the right 

location of laser spot. 

This work could be developed by adding genetic 

algorithm for adjusting the Fuzzy rule based system 

[2] and have effectively reduced the false offs. Also, 

by adjusting the camera and using dynamic value 

threshold [3] it would be possible to extract the laser 

spot in HSV mode. 
In a research done by Byung M et al. [4] 

Homography transform and some software 

algorithms are used  in parallel with a hardware 

architecture based on FPGA that result in finding 

laser point in several lighting conditions. 

This paper presents a new system that not only finds 

the laser spot by using algorithm based on color 

filtering and template matching, but also uses this 

data for guiding a machine which follows the target. 

The video camera used by this system is a JVC CCD 

camera with 480 x 540 pixels. As described above, 

the laser pointer used, is a green color one. The 

analyzing algorithm is developed in Matlab. 

 In order to extract laser spot in the received image, 

there are two levels of processing. The first step is to 

detect pixels, in which level of green is more than 

red and blue. Then the main image is converted from 

RGB domain to gray scale and subtracted from the 

green detected image. So we have a gray scale 

picture with parts which just have green information 

in them. 

The image enhancement algorithm starts with two 

dimension median filter, a technique based on 

nonlinear operation that can remove salt and paper 

noise while saving the edges. 
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𝑥𝑐 =
𝑥1𝐼1 + 𝑥2𝐼2 + 𝑥3𝐼3 + ⋯

𝐼1 + 𝐼2 + 𝐼3 + ⋯
                           (2)   

𝑦𝑐 =
𝑦1𝐼1 + 𝑦2𝐼2 + 𝑦3𝐼3 + ⋯

𝐼1 + 𝐼2 + 𝐼3 + ⋯
                           (3) 

Once the laser spot has been found, next step is to 

mark the location of it. For this purpose, center of 

the spot is found by using Centroid algorithm. This 

algorithm will specifies center of mass of the spot 

by calculating weighted average of the pixel 

coordinates and their intensity levels: 

Where x and y are pixels coordinates and I is 

the related intensity level of each pixel. 

This coordinate is our criterion for guiding 

the vehicle. The coordinate of laser spot 

center is then converted to string and sent to 

our processor. 

2.3. System control hardware 
The second section of the system deals with 

the system control. As shown in figure 3, the 

system hardware consists of a 4 wheel 

chassis with a rolling arm. The camera will 

be mounted on the arm on the head of the 

machine. The controller circuit is also 

mounted on the device. 

 
Figure3. The hardware system contains of a four wheel 

chassis with a rolling arm on the head 

The processor is continuously scanning serial 

port. The coordinate which was calculated 

from the previous step, is now received by the 

processor and another analyzing algorithm is 

here trying to control the machine. The 

method is comparing the numbers with the 

coordinate of center pixel of the image. Due 

to location of the laser spot, four cases may 

occur: 
Table1. Possible positions for the coordinate 

Movement Location of the spot 

Arm Machine 

Up Right First quarter 

Up Left Second quarter 

Down Right Third quarter 

Down  Left Fourth quarter 

Regarding to above table, the algorithm will 

make the appropriate decision for moving the 

camera.  

𝑟 =
∑ ∑ (𝑉𝑚𝑛 − �̅�)(𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑛 − 𝑡𝑒𝑚)𝑛𝑚

√(∑ ∑ (𝑉𝑚𝑛 − �̅�)2
𝑛𝑚 )(∑ ∑ (𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑛 − 𝑡𝑒𝑚̅̅ ̅̅ ̅)2

𝑛𝑚 )
  

After removing noises, image will be converted from 

gray scale to binary. Threshold between black and white 

pixels is obtained by Otsu algorithm such that internal 

variance between black and white pixels is minimum. 

Next step, the pixels are labeled and total number of 

pixels with the same label is counted for each label, so 

the connected components with few pixels are ignored. 

It’s another approach for omitting unwanted pixels. 

For a more precise laser spot detection, final and most 

important step of our algorithm is template matching. 

First, we have to find a template for laser spot which can 

appropriately describes its shape. 

In previous section we achieved some small objects 

which are laser spot candidates. But the reflections of 

laser beam from any other surfaces may also be 

categorized as a laser spot. In order to avoid such 

mistakes, we compared the laser spot candidates 

with a template laser spot and calculated the correlation 

coefficient. The template used by our algorithm, was 

chosen among more than 100 images of ideal laser spots. 

The selected one contains most the features of an ideal 

laser spot so it’s an appropriate reference for comparison. 

Here we correlate the template image with the obtained 

image in previous section. As images are in two 

dimensions we used two dimensional correlation as 

bellow. Where V is the image resulted from previous 

section and tem is the template image. 

 

Where �̅�: 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛2 (𝑉) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑡𝑒𝑚̅̅ ̅̅ ̅: 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛2 (𝑡𝑒𝑚)  

The result is an array of numbers which its length 

represents the number of objects that are assumed to be 

laser spots, and the numbers are the correlation 

coefficients calculated for each object.  

Where the result array reaches its maximum, means that 

the most correlation is occurred there. Whatever the 

number is closer to one, the correlation is stronger. High 

correlation is a symptom of most similar shape to 

template. So by finding the corresponding coordinate to 

maximum value of the result array, the location of laser 

spot is found. So after eliminating errors of previous 

process, Figure 2 shows the right location of laser spot 

detected by template matching algorithm. 

 
Figure2. Identifying the correct location of laser spot by 

Template Matching algorithm  [
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ie. if the spot is  located in the first quarter of the 

image, in order to tracking the spot, the camera 

should be moved toward up-right such that the 

spot matches the center pixel of the image. 

PWM method is used for controlling motors. Pulse 

Width Modulation is a method in which the pulse 

frequency is fixed but the duty cycle of the pulse 

varies with a parameter. Here, the coordinate of 

spot’s center is our reference. It means that the 

percentages of 1 and 0 levels are determined by 

the location of spot.  

So the appropriate pulse width is calculated and 

related contour is set. Motors will rotate in the 

high mode and stop in the low mode. As a result 

the amount of motor rotation is limited by the 

pulse width, while the pulse width is a function of 

laser spot coordinate. In this case, we need tree 

PWM outputs for controlling tree motors. So we 

have to set the related timer parameters (OCR0, 

OCR1A and OCR1B) such that the motors get 

signals with appropriate pulse width. For this 

purpose we converted the distance of coordinate 

from center (which was calculated before) to a 

number between 0 and 255 (considering 8bit 

timer) and the pulse duration is divided into 256 

levels. Actually it’s the system feedback that is 

used for making decision. Finally by rotating the 

motors, machine will track the target. 

3. Results and discussion   
This system was tested in several environments 

with various brightness levels. Our main setup 

was tested in Laser laboratory of Amirkabir 

University of technology, by changing light 

conditions. We measured the speed of reaction to 

moving the laser point and accuracy of response to 

change of coordinate. The analyzer algorithm is 

implemented on every 3 frame. In order to catch 

up the real time video we have set this limitation. 

Meanwhile depending on the PC processor, the 

algorithm takes some time to be completed on a 

single frame. These two delays will cause about 

300 ms delay in analyzing algorithm. 

The controller board is receiving a chain of 

coordinates. An external oscillator is used to make 

the processor clock in 16 MHz. Considering the 

whole delay times used in processor program, it 

will take about 400ms to send appropriate signal 

to motors. Altogether, in the worst case, we have a 

maximum total delay of 700ms to make the first 

reaction to laser location change. By measuring 

the reaction times with a stopwatch, we achieved 

an average of 400ms delay in 100 experiments.  It 

means that this system can easily follow the 

objects with rather high speeds. Obviously, several 

laser spots in one capture will be illusive for the 

algorithm. It is a rare error that may be solved by 

manipulating the environment.  

 

 

 

Meanwhile, in order to improve efficiency 

and accuracy, we are designing an 

appropriate optical system for this project.  

4. Conclusions 
In this paper we presented   a    system    

for tracking objects marked by a laser 

pointer. The process was introduced in two 

phases: PC analyzer algorithm, hardware 

and control system. The presented analyzer 

algorithm is based on template matching. 

Also color isolation and intensity threshold 

is deployed to help the detection of laser 

spot coordinate. The laser spot coordinate is 

then sent to a microprocessor that 

determines the amount and direction of 

moving. The related signal is sent to motors 

by an interface circuit that can provide 

required current for rounding motors. This 

interface circuit is mounted on a 4-wheel 

chassis with an arm on which the camera is 

installed. 

Comparing to similar researches, the most 

important approach of this project is three 

degrees of freedom and its high precision 

and efficiency in tracking laser marked 

objects.In addition, we plan to extend our 

work in two separate research ways: first of 

all by testing different lasers with different 

wavelengths and at the same time, 

expanding the operation range range by 

optimizing search algorithms, designing 

appropriate optical system as beam 

expander and receiver and at last, 

optimizing electromechanical platform of 

the system. 
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